
 

 

Top tips for involving young people in 

recruitment- Somerset County Council 

 

 
 

Give young people plenty of notice prior to the 
interviews taking place. 

 
 

Where possible, interview at times that are suitable 
for young people- evenings/weekends for example so 
that it does not conflict with other commitments 
such as school or college. 

 
 

Spend time with young people and explain the job 
role that you are recruiting for. 
 

 
 

Invite young people to shortlist with you or spend 
some time with them to explain why you have 
chosen to interview the selected candidates. 

 

Make sure that rooms are accessible and 
comfortable for young people.  



 

 

 

 
 

Invite young people to sit on the main interview 
panel so that they feel part of the main conversation. 

 
 

Let young people come up with their own questions 
for the interviewees. 

 
 

Use a question template so that young people can 
make notes during the interviews- this should include 
all of the questions that are going to be asked and 
who will be asking them. 

 
 

If you can, write some examples of what a good 
answer might look like so that young people can use 
this as a guide when scoring. 

 
 

Give young people time to give their feedback on 
candidates- if you have a difference in opinion- allow 
time to explain why each of you have come up with 
your responses and work together to come to a final 
conclusion. 
 

 

Avoid using acronyms and jargon. 
 

 



 

 

Checklist for involving young people in recruitment processes (draft)- 

CAMHS East Sussex. 

Before placing a job advert: 

 The job description must include the CAMHS position on participation and communicate 

to candidates that participation is considered an important element of all CAMHS work.  

 The supporting info published with the job ad should flag to candidates that the 

interview process is likely to involve one or more current or former YP/family members 

who have accessed SPFT services. 

At the time the job advert is published involve your Participation Worker: 

 Choose interview dates together – Participation Workers need three weeks to work on 

finding YP, enabling school absence and ensuring logistics are in place. 

 Share all the information known at that time (job description, how many posts, location 

and format of interview, Trust panellists). 

 Agree the process for funding the involvement of YP. The Service User Payment Policy 

can be found here and current rates here. 

 Agree what the decision-making process is. This will be communicated to YP so that they 

know how they are contributing. For example, might a candidate whom YP feel is 

unappointable still be appointed? 

Options for YP involvement: there are pros and cons to these options, but it is best practice 

to make a conscious decision about the approach to adopt: 

 Use the repository of questions that YP have asked 

 YP panel and worker panel interview separately 

 Panel consisting e.g. of 2 YP and 2 Trust employees (manager & clinician) 

 In some circumstances, choosing a parent/carer instead of a YP 

file:///B:/OPERATIONS/CAMHS/Participation/Involving%20YP%20in%20recruitment
file:///B:/OPERATIONS/CAMHS/Participation/Involving%20YP%20in%20recruitment


 

 

Ground Rules for working with YP on recruitment 

In advance of the interview: 

 The YP should be informed in advance who the co-panellists from CAMHS will be – 

ideally with photos. 

 The YP should be informed of the short list of candidate names so that they can flag 

up any issue around already knowing them. 

 The Participation Worker and the YP’s lead practitioner need to discuss any extra 

needs the YP may have, including whether there has been a recent mental health 

crisis. 

 In the event that there has been a recent mental health crisis, the hiring manager and 

the YP’s lead practitioner must agree whether or not it is safe and appropriate for the 

interview to go ahead with that YP. This is a clinical judgement, but it is 

recommended that a hospital admission or serious mental health crisis in the two 

weeks leading up to the interview date may be an indication that the YP may need 

some respite time before engaging in interview work. The Participation Worker and 

lead practitioner will agree between them how a decision to stand a YP down is 

communicated to the YP. 

On the day:  

Support for the YP attending interviews 

 Where the Participation Worker cannot be present on the day, another CAMHS 

worker who will support the YP on the day needs to be identified, in consultation 

with the YP’s lead practitioner(s). This is to ensure that the YP are able to access the 

process and ensure that no adverse emotional distress is experienced as a result of 

being involved. 

The support person: 

o ensures that YP are ok throughout the interview 

o reassures the YP that they can ask to leave the interview at any time and agrees 

with the YP how they will flag that they need a break 

o can pause the interview to take the YP outside for a break if they become 

concerned the YP is getting upset 

o encourages the YP to relax in between interviews, and helps the YP process 

feelings that have come up during an interview, if needed 

o supports the interpersonal dynamics between panellists 



 

 

o takes notes in order to help YP to remember what was said and/or to clear up any 

misunderstandings 

o helps YP to sum up and to voice their opinions, including if in disagreement with 

other panellists  

o talks to the YP about how they are getting home 

o ensures the YP has been able to fill in the requisite forms for getting paid and that 

these have been signed off by the manager present 

o if there is a lunch break (see below), stays with the YP during lunch, including an 

activity if desired (e.g. a walk) 

→ There should be somebody present on the day who is there only to support the YP 

on the panel 

 

Arrival 

 YP should be invited to arrive not less than one hour before the time of the first 

interview. This allows for: 

o Orientation to the building (including WC) 

o Introduction to fellow panellists 

o Getting refreshments 

o Ensuring that all the necessary paperwork / stationery have been provided 

o Time to go over the process: scoring protocol, running order, questions to be 

asked of the candidates 

→ please do not schedule the first candidate before 10am  

 

Breaks 

 Ensure that there is at least a ten minute gap between candidates, not to discuss 

candidates but to afford breaks for the YP between sessions.  

 It is law that YP under school leaving age should not work for more than four hours 

before being given a break of at least one hour. It is CAMHS policy that this rule 

applies even if the YP is above school leaving age.  

 A proper break of at least an hour must happen for lunch if interviews are running 

across all, or most of, a day. The Participation Worker or the designated YP support 

person should accompany the YP over the lunch break, and ensure they have food to 

eat (buying some if needed).  

→ please schedule all-day interviews in locations where lunch can be bought at a short 

walking distance. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Decision-making power 

 Scoring should work in such a way that YP questions are only scored by YP and 

worker questions are only scored by workers – this is because each brings a different 

but equally meaningful expertise to the process.  

 Even if the number of worker and YP questions is not equal, scores should be 

weighted so that both voices have equal share in the decision. 

o E.g. two workers have six questions to ask, which they score on a 0-5 scale, so 

a candidate’s maximum score is 30. The two YP have four questions to ask on a 

0-5 scale, so a candidate’s score is out of 20. Both scores are converted to a 

percentage and summed.  

→ As a Trust we believe that involving the people who access our services, in our 

decision-making, leads to better quality services1. YP should be seen as the experts in 

using ChYP services and their voice should carry equal weight in decisions. Ignoring the 

input of YP in final decisions renders the involvement of YP tokenistic and, from their 

perspective, pointless.  

                                                           
1
 http://staff.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/working-here/about-us/our-values  

http://staff.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/working-here/about-us/our-values


 

 

       
Equal Opportunities: Young people’s recruitment/ interviewing information – Somerset 
County Council 
              

             This is to be refreshed with young people before each interview round as a 

              reminder 

 

          Aim: to ensure young people follow Equal Opportunities guidelines and practice    

                   when interviewing candidates  

 

           Learning Outcomes: By the end of the session, young people will: 

 understand the significance and importance of Equal Opportunities when interviewing job 
candidates 

 Ability to reflect on prejudice and discrimination and how this can bias decision making  

 Understand confidentiality boundaries 

 Be able to create appropriate questions related to the person specifications given 

 Understand the importance of putting candidates at their ease  
 

         Time: 6pm to 9pm (3 hours)             Group size: 15 max 

          

Resources 

Refreshments & treats Blank Flip chart & Marker pens Prepared flip chart 

Role play character cards Interview templates Image cards 

Copy of Job descriptions & job 

specs 

Spare A4 paper & pens Hand outs 

Top tips hand out Evaluation forms certificates 

               

TIME WHAT WITH 

10 mins Introduction 

Arrivals & welcome, drinks etc 

 

Refreshments 

10 mins Aims  

& outcomes of training, outline of the evening  

Introduce ground rules prepared on flip chart. Check the young people re 

happy with these & whether they’d like to add any. 

Refreshments 

Prepared flip 

charts 



 

 

 

5 mins Consequences 

Explain to the group how it’s vital that if Equal Opportunities isn’t adhered 

to the interviewee can complain & the whole procedure can be stopped & 

candidates can complain.  

 

Consequences are serious in that you may not get the opportunity to 

interview again & you bring the service/ the organisation into disrepute. 

 

refreshments 

5 mins Why be part of an interview? 

Ask YP why they would volunteer to interview? 

Answers may be – new experience, new skills, making a difference/ 

having a say, representing young people’s interests, can make it easier 

to be interviewed personally. 

 

Then ask the group what they may expect for their voluntary contribution 

& their time (recognition - a letter of thanks, certificate, vouchers, food, 

clear information about what’s expected of them! Information – timings, 

dates, venues in good time, to be told how much influence they have in 

the decision making, will they get chance to feed back to adult panels, 

informed of the successful candidate? ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Worker list of 

things to 

consider- to refer 

to through 

discussion (not 

hand out) 

5 mins Discussion 

Ask the group to imagine they were interviewing someone for a job as 

their teacher. Ask them to call out what would put them off employing a 

potential candidate & write up answers on flip chart. Discuss 

 

Flip chart & pens 

10 mins Role model/ image cards 

If the group is large split them into groups of 3 or 4 & give them space to 

work together.  

Give each group a set of picture cards with people’s images on & 

prepared flip chart with jobs/ careers on (ie – doctor, nurse, youth worker, 

baker, sports coach, politician/ councillor) & ask them to separate them 

into piles of people who look like good prospective employees within the 

flip chart boxes. 

Ask the group to discuss the cards they chose & then after 5 mins ask 

each group if it was easy for them to agree within their team.  

Image picture 

cards 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared Flip 



 

 

Then ask them to feedback their decisions in turn & discuss. 

  

They may reflect that it’s a challenge as it may depend on the job etc 

 

chart & pens 

30 mins Role play 

Divide the group into 4/5 for this next exercise. Ask for a volunteer from 

each group to be an interviewee/ candidate.  Explain that they will be 

attending an interview for a specific job (of your choosing (something 

relevant to young people/ your community)  

The rest of the group members will be the interview panel. Give them a 

set of general questions as a guide (with space to ask additional ones of 

their choice) & tell them they must all ask a question in order but the 

‘panel’ will be given 5 mins to prepare 

 

Meanwhile – each interviewee/ candidate can choose a role play 

character card but must stick with the instructions on how to behave 

throughout the ‘interview’  

While the panel is preparing they also have 5 mins to get to know their 

character. Make sure they sit away from the rest of the group. (ideally in 

another room if possible) 

 

If there are more than one role play interviewees young people can help 

each other with their roles & suggest ideas.  

 

Explain that the panel will be told the interview starts as soon as they sit 

but they will be in character as soon as they walk over/ enter the room 

 

After 5 minutes ask everyone to get into their groups and tell them they 

have 3 minutes to interview and each take notes on the Interview 

feedback template which will be discussed at the end. (template will 

include for example; name, poor box, ok box, good, very good & a set 

off trigger words to help them pay attention ie-body language, verbal 

communication, dress/ appearance, behaviour, responses, fidgety, 

habits, nerves, eye contact, posture, friendly, open, closed…) 

 

Once the panel/s are ready, tell everyone that the role play starts as soon 

as the interviewee sits down. 

Set of interview 

panel questions 

 

Basic Interview 

notes template & 

pens 

 

Role play 

character cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hand outs 

 



 

 

 

Indicate when to start & remind them they have 3 mins 

Listen and watch the panels & try not to interfere 

 

After 3 minutes- bring everyone back together & congratulate Ask how 

hard/ easy it was to stay in character & discuss.  

 

Next – in turn ask the panel/s how easy their job was? 

 Did they take notes? Would they be happy to have their notes read 
by an adult panel? 

 Did they work as a team? 
 Did they make a decision?- would they offer this person a job & 

why?  
 What did they observe- what did they write down? 
 Do they think they were fair? 
 What could they have done better? 
 Go back to the interviewee and ask them to read out their character 

card 
 Did the panel pick this information up? What did they get wrong and 

why? 
 Did the candidate feel they were interviewed fairly? 
 What could they have done better to put you at your ease? What 

did they miss/ could they have asked you? 
 

Discuss assumptions & judgements and how they can be misleading 

 

Explain that interviewing is challenging & you can feel conflicted. You’re 

being asked to make judgements so you instinctively look for clues – but 

this makes us defer back to our deep rooted prejudices which we all have 

from being young (parents, friends, the media, news etc)  

It’s vital to be guided by answers primarily & not ‘thrown by appearance, 

sound, behaviour . simply observe 

  

Make notes about observations such as- appearance-

smart/casual/alternative/conservative, confident/ shy, can be understood/ 

hard to hear,  open, honest/ withdrawn, blunt/ brief, doesn’t smile, regular 

eye contact…but don’t allow yourself to make judgements even when an 

interviewee gets something wrong, or seems to make judgements 

themselves- even on occasions when they themselves may be rude!! 

Remember you don’t know this person, their beliefs, experiences, 

background. 

 



 

 

Finally ask why a candidate may have poor/ odd body language (nerves, 

disability/ learning difficulty, social customs etc )  

Congratulate everyone and share choc/ treats 

 

(If a bigger group & more panels & time the characters could swap 

panels/ choose a different character) 

 

15 mins Short break refreshments 

5 mins Open Questions 

Ask the group if they know what open & closed questions are? Then ask 

them to give examples &write them on flip chart. Then ask why open 

questions are more helpful in interviews? (nervous candidates may revert 

to yes / no answers & not answer questions fully, closed questions could 

force you into making unnecessary judgements without exploring wider 

with candidate) 

 

Explain that although some closed questions are unavoidable too many 

will not give the opportunity for the candidate to reveal their character, 

their strengths, passions, drive & ambition.  

Ask the group to call out suggestions of how open questions can be 

phrased & write on flip chart- can you tell us more about? how would you 

describe? Can you give us an example of…. & how you dealt with? Can 

you talk us through the process of? How did that make you feel? How 

could/ would you have done …better? 

 

Remind group to use open questions whenever possible when 

creating their interview questions 

 

Flip chart & pens 

 

Hand outs 

20 mins Creating interview questions 

Split the group into teams of 4 or 5 & give each group a sample job 

description & person specification which you prepared & highlighted 

earlier.  In addition give them a sample interview template with blank 

boxes for questions. (you could be helpful and write in initial welcome to 

candidate & welcome with examples of relevant information to share) 

 

Explain that when they are preparing to interview  their worker will be 

sent a JD & Person Spec in good time for them to read through & 

highlight areas of interest to young people together. These highlighted 

areas form the basis for relevant questions to put to a candidate at a 

Prepared & 

highlighted 

sample job 

descriptions & 

person specs 

 

Interview 

question template 

& pens 

 



 

 

panel. 

 

In this case you have prepared these samples in advance by highlighting 

some potential interest on which to form the basis of a series of 

questions. On average a panel may be able to ask between 6-8 

questions during approximately 20 minute individual interview slots 

depending on the organisations instructions or requirements. (It sounds 

like a long time but it’s not!) 

Ask the groups to spend 10 mins each & create a set of questions drawn 

from the JD & person spec which will allow the candidate to explain a 

process and demonstrate their knowledge/ skill. Encourage YP to help 

each other phrase the questions & discuss, agree. 

 

After 10 mins check everyone has had a go at creating a question they 

would be happy and confident  to ask in an interview. (give a couple of 

minutes extra if needed but no more) 

 

Finally ask volunteers from each group to read out the questions they 

chose as a group. Ask how it was an easy or difficult task? Why? Discuss 

& support, suggest ideas 

 

Explain that although this was an example of the process generally used 

for interview preparation – every time may be slightly different depending 

on the timescale, organisors & information given. Young people’s panels/ 

individuals would  probably have more time with their groups/ worker to 

look through JD’s & Person Specs in a real situation. They would have 

time to create questions & practice them in turn 

 

 

10 mins When things go wrong!  

Ask the group to call out what could go wrong in an interview & write 

down in the columns on prepared flip chart. 

 

Such as; Forget questions, forget the order to ask, dry up, mind 

blanks, nervous stammer/ shakes/ sweats, can’t be heard, dry 

mouth, lightheaded, feel sick, say the wrong thing/ask answer the 

wrong question, spillage/drop things, coughing episode, giggles, 

forget timing/ talk too much, off topic, furniture/ dress malfunctions, 

feel ‘windy’/ stomach gurgles… 

 

Are any of them similar for both young people & the candidate? Who 

Use the prepared 

flip chart split into 

2 columns for the 

interview panel & 

one for the 

candidate 



 

 

does the group think is in the worst situation – them or the candidate? 

The obvious answer is the candidate- why?? Because their job is on the 

line & they are alone without support in the room. The panel have each 

other & can step in to support, watch time, move along etc.  

 

So ask what the YP would do to help the candidate remain at ease/ 

regain composure &give their best interview when things go wrong!  

Call out ideas – reassure, smile, repeat questions/ ask if they would like 

you to repeat, offer water, open a window, ask if they need a few 

seconds to gather their thoughts. You can also ask if they are happy with 

the answer they’ve started/ given and would they like to start again (if 

time allows) 

 

15 mins Break refreshments 

10 mins DISCRIMINATION & CONFIDENTIALITY 

Explain that the session so far has explored discrimination in terms of 

equal opportunities but ask the group to call out ways communities can & 

have discriminated against people in ways which have affected their jobs/ 

their pay/ their value, their health & education and so on. 

For example: Gender, age, race, religion, sexual orientation etc 

 

Tell the group that most organisations are legally accountable to be an 

equal opportunities employer – non-discriminatory & respectful. This 

includes understanding confidentiality & boundaries. Interviewers be 

expected to NEVER discuss candidates performance or behaviour with 

others outside of the interview process. Do not tell anyone who has been 

successful/ who you think should be successful -before a candidate is 

chosen. 

 

 

10 mins It’s going to be OK!! 

Tell the group that they have covered a lot of important information and 

hopefully learned a lot or at least clarified their understanding of Equal 

Opportunities, misleading judgements & bias, fairness & respect.  

Ask if the group has any questions & whether they think they would like 

to be involved in interviews in the future/ or happy to go ahead with the 

interview planned 

 

Explain that you/ a worker will meet young people to plan the interview 

process, run through a Job description & person spec, allow time for 

Top tips handout 



 

 

creating relevant questions &  refresh information on equal opportunities 

etc  before going into interviews. 

 

10 mins Evaluation 

Ask each young person to complete an evaluation 

 

Evaluation form 

5 mins Give out certificates 

Thank the group and give each member a certificate of attendance 

before they leave       

                                  

certificates 

 END  

 

 

 

 


